Accraply and the Intelligent Systems team at BW Packaging have teamed up to design a human machine interface (HMI) that provides greater insight into your labeling operations and helps to increase the overall productivity of your plant. This system enables you to increase uptime and throughput, simplify operator processes, and leverage technology to enhance your overall labeling process.

INTUITIVE
Ease of operation and training

EFFICIENT
Leverage technology to optimize the labeling process

EASILY ACCESSIBLE
Improved analytics dashboard
**NEXT GENERATION SMART HMI**

**LEVERAGE TECHNOLOGY**
- SmartLink interface allows leaders to leverage technology to optimize the labeling process at the machine or remotely
- Access machine configuration and set-up audit trail
- Remote Expert Assistance: video assistance through our highly trained and qualified local support team on your smart device

**INCREASE UPTIME & THROUGHPUT**
- Analytics dashboard provides critical information regarding the machine’s availability, performance, and condition
- Designed to accommodate rapid changeovers, the Smart HMI stores recipes and provides video changeover guides to assist operators and reduce downtime
- SmartLink controls empower operators with information required to solve problems and boost efficiency from their station

**EASE OF OPERATION & TRAINING**
- Video tutorials and on-demand training guides make set-up and operations a simple matter
- Preventive maintenance schedule displays daily, weekly, and monthly tasks for your operator and maintenance team
- On-board manuals, drawings and consumable parts ordering enable the operator to find information and submit parts orders by utilizing the HMI
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Onboarding is simple. With on demand training available, your operators can quickly and independently master the interface. Point-of-use tutorials are provided including “how-to” checklists, video tutorials, single page instructions and other streamlined training content.

Contact us today to schedule a demo! info@accraply.com
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